The effects of the ACTIVE cognitive training trial on clinically relevant declines in health-related quality of life.
The Advanced Cognitive Training for Independent and Vital Elderly (ACTIVE) study used three cognitive interventions (memory, reasoning, or speed of processing) in order to improve cognitive abilities. In this article, we evaluate ACTIVE's ability to avoid extensive decline in health-related quality of life (HRQoL). ACTIVE enrolled 2,802 adults aged 65 or older and randomized them into one of three cognitive interventions or a no-contact control group. Researchers obtained data on 2,147 participants at the 24-month follow-up. We measured HRQoL by using the eight Short Form-36 scales, and we defined clinically relevant decline on each as a drop of 0.5 standard deviations from baseline. We defined extensive HRQoL decline as clinically relevant drops on four or more Short Form-36 scales, and we assessed this by using multiple logistic regression methods that adjusted for sociodemographic, cognitive, and health status covariates, and incorporated propensity score derived weights in order to adjust for potential attrition bias. We found that 25.0% of ACTIVE participants had extensive HRQoL decline. Participants in the speed-of-processing intervention arm were less likely to have extensive HRQoL decline (adjusted odds ratio = 0.643; p =.004) compared with controls, and participants in the memory and reasoning arms were equivalent to controls (adjusted odds ratios = 1.149 and 1.014, respectively; ps =.322 and.919, respectively). Although all three intervention arms improved cognitive ability, only the speed-of-processing arm protected against extensive clinically relevant decline in HRQoL.